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The iDlpact of surface perturbations on snow-slope stability 

H . Co WAY 

Department of Geophysics, University of Washington, Box 351650, Seat/le, WA 98195, US.A. 

ABSTR ACT. Measurements and observations by others indicate that a potential slab 
avalanche consists of a relatively cohesive slab of snow overlying a thin weak layer that 
contains fl aws where locall y the shear stress from the overburden is not fu lly supported. 
Under favorable conditions, snow will shear strain-soften, which provides the basis [or 
applying a slip-weakening model to examine the size ofQaw needed to initiate sub-critical 
crack propaga tion along the weak layer. Using typical values for snow properties, the 
model predicts sub-critical crack growth can initiate from a relatively sma ll Qaw well 
before the shear stress from the overburden approaches the peak shear strength at the 
bed. The occurrence of sma ll naws or imperfections in the basal layer would explain fi eld 
measurements which usuall y indicate that avalanching occurs before the applied shear 
stress exceeds the shear strength at the basal layer. 

\J\Tidespread slab-avalanche activity often increases sign ificantly soon after the onset of 
rain on new snow. Measurements of temperature and mechanical properti es show that 
only the upper 0.15 m or less of the slab has been altered at the time of avalanch ing; a ltera
tions at the sliding layer have not yet been detected. R esults from the slip-weakening 
model indicate that the ra in-induced alterations would reduce the size of naw needed to 
initiate sub-critical crack growth by 10- 20%. The observations and model results show 
clearly the importance o[ the slab propert ies; it is evident that both the slab a nd the weak 
layer act together to control slope stability. A [urther implication is that the stability ol 
freshly deposited snow is often close to critical, because a relatively small surface pertur
bation is often sufficient to cause avalanchi ng. This is not surprising, because it is well 
known from fi eld observations that new snow on slopes should be treated with caution. 

BACKGROUND 

Widespread avalanche activity often increases significantly 
a few minutes after the onset of ra in on freshly deposited 
snow. These avalanches usually release as slabs several hours 
before liquid water and the associated thermal wave has pe

netrated to the sliding layer (Conway and Raymond, 1993). 
The abrupt change in stability following relatively small al
terations that are restricted to the surface has been a puzzle. 
The failure layer is dry at the time of avalanching and it is 
unlikely that the increased avalanche activity is caused sim
ply by the addi tional gravitational loading associated with 
the rainfall, because continued loading at the same rate but 
from snowfall does not usually cause such widespread and 
immediate ava lanching. Appa rently, snowpacks just prior 
to rain often exist in a metastable condition and perturba
tions caused by the rain are sufficient to a lter slope stability. 
H ere, I present and discuss measured changes of mechanical 
and thermal properties at the onset of rain in the context of 
the observed rapid and widespread avalanche activity. I 
make use of an existing model of dry snow-slab failure to 

examine the impact of rain-induced alterations and use the 
results to infer pre-failure conditions in the snowpack. 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

The study site is in the Cascade mountains near Snoqualmie 
Pass, Washing ton, U.S.A. where mid-winter rain on snow is 
common. In collaboration with avalanche technicians from 

the Washington State Department of Transportation, we 
have contiguous measurements of weather conditions 
(winds, a ir temperature and precipitation) a nd snow prop
erties (layer stratigraphy, temperature and creep profi les). 
Some measurements a re d iscussed below. 

In-s itu lTIeasurelTIents of creep and telTIperature 

Figure la shows the se t-up used to measure creep and temp
erature profil es on slopes. Shoes made from light-weight 
aluminium screening were placed sequenti a ll y at the sur
face after accumulations of 0.1 - 0.3 m o[ snow. The vertical 
velocity profi le was obtained by measuring the position of 
shoes that were constrained to slide down a fixed pole. A 
sliding contact mounted on each shoe made electrical con
tact with a resistance wire attached to the pole and time var
iations of the vertical position of each shoe were calculated 
from thi s vo ltage-divider circuit. Calibrated thermistors at
tached to the shoes were used to obtain temperature profiles. 
The non-vertica l component of motion was measured by 
running a cord from a second shoe up-slope to a rota ry 
potentiometer mounted on the vertica l velocity shoe. Initi
a lly, the di stance between pairs of shoes was set at about I m. 
Measurements were multiplexed and reco rded at 5 minute 

interval s using a data logger and storage module. Shoe posi
tions could be resolved with an accuracy of about ± 2 mm; 
temperatures were accurate to ± 0.01 0c. The measurements 
were made near the middle of a 200 m long slope inclined at 
an angle of 36°. No avalanches released on the study slope 
while it was instrumented. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental set-up used to measure creep and temperature profiles on slopes. (b) shows an example rifcreep profiles at 
1hour intervals starting at midday on 24 J anumy 1993. Rain started at 15.00 h and many slab avalanches 0.55 m deep released on 
surrounding slopes soon after the rain started. (c) and ( d) show shear strain-rate and temperature pnifiles 15 minutes after the 
rain started. 

Figure lb shows a typical example of creep measure
menLS before a nd after a major rain-on-snow avalanche 
cycle. The materi al lines a re drawn at hourly intervals and 
show the evolution of creep before and a fter rain which 
sta rted at the site at 15.00 h on 24 J a nuar y 1993. R ain, first 
on 22 D ecember 1992 and again on 3 Januar y caused the 
snow deeper than 0.55 m to settl e and become relatively 
homogeneous. Snow, starting on 20 J anuary, fell on a thin 
layer of faceted crysta ls. On steeper slopes, several slab ava
lanches released at the faceted laye r early in the storm but 
activity increased significantly and m any slabs about 
0.55 m deep released on all slopes soon after the onset of 

rain. Measurements show that most of the curvature in the 
creep profile was caused by differences in the rate of (verti
c al ) se ttlement through the snow pack. The rate of motion 
decreased rapidly with density a nd la rge gradients in the 
velocity profile occurred because of contras ts in layer prop
erties. Figure le and Id show respectively the shear strain
rate a nd the temperature profil e during the first 15 minutes 
following the onse t of rain . Field observations of avalanche 
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activity indicated that most slopes had avalanched by this 
ti me. During this first 15 minutes, the near-surface strain
rate was more than th ree times higher than that at depth 
(Fig. le) and only the surface snow had warmed to ODC 
(Fig. Id ). The finite vertical spacing between the glide shoes 
and thermistors m ade it difficult to resolve a ll details of the 

profiles. It is likely that local strain rates were higher than 
those averaged values and that liquid water and the asso
ciated thermal wave had penetrated beneath the surface 
(although less than 0.1 2 m) at the time of avalanching. 

This response to the first warming or wetting of freshly 
deposited snow is typical. On horizontal snowpacks, we 

have measured simila r rates of penetration of liquid water 
and the thermal wave (Conway and Benedict, 1994), and 
simil ar compactive strain-rate profiles (Conway and R ay
mond, 1993). In addition, our stratig raphic measurements 
from snow pits soon after the onset of ra in a lmost always 
show liquid water is contained within the upper 0.15 m of 

the snowpack. The degeneration of mechanical properties 
such as elastic modulus and fracture toughness with the 
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introduction ofli q uid water is not surprising and the abrupt 
change in stability a t the onset of rain is likely a response to 
both changes in the mechanical properti es a t the surface 
and additional loading from the rain. Below, I use existing 
models of snow properties a nd slope stability to evaluate the 
impact of these alterations. 

SNOW-SLOPE FAILURE 

Stratigraphic observations and measurements at slab-ava

lanche fracture lines generally show a relatively thick cohe
sive layer of snow overlying a much thinner weak layer. 
Experimenta l evidence from McClung (1977) shows that 
snow will stra in-soften under favorable conditions of rapid 
shea r deformation, which ma kes it appropriate to analyze 
conditions in terms of slip-weakening models in which the 

shear strength in a crack-like weak layer degrades with on

going slip. Such models have been used successfully to des
cribe instabilities a long crustal faults caused by earthquakes 
(e.g. Li, 1987). 

This approach was ta ken by McClung (1979, 1981), who 
studied two extreme cases for dry-slab failure: (I) the case 

where the applied shear stress was sufficient to cause a large 

a rea of the weak basal layer to soften, resulting in a dynamic 
propagating instabi lity. These conditions might be expected 
during continued natural loadi ng by snowfall. R apid failure 
is expected as the applied shea r stress approaches the peak 
strength of a thin, strain-softening basal layer (M cClung, 

1979, 1981). (2) the case where slip within the basal layer 
was non-uniform and stress concentrations acting at the 
edges of a small locally failed zone caused it to expand 
slowly until the limiting conditions for rapid shear failure 
were met. In Nature, variations in both the driving stress 
(from changes in the slab thickness and/or density) a nd the 

resistance (from rather small cha nges in the structure a nd/ 
o r stratigraphy at the basal layer ) could initiate non-uni
form slip at the bed (Conway a nd Abrahamson, 1984). Of 
co urse, the temporal evolution of the strength of the basal 
layer as a result of sintering or recrystallization of g ra ins 
a lso has important control s on slope stability but that is be
yond the scope of this paper. 

M cClung's (case 2) analysis was based on a slip-weaken
ing model from Palmer and Rice (1973), who showed th at 
shear propagation of crack-like surfaces could be analyzed 
using an energy criterion. Fig ure 2 shows a schematic view 
of a slab overlying a zone oflength 2L where the shear stress 
from the overburden is not fully supported. Propagation 
wi ll occur if the energy released as the slab moves down
slope exceeds the energy necessary for plast ic yielding at 
the crack tip. During deformation, under a g ravita tional 
shear stress Tg, the peak shear stress Tp decreases to a resi
dual TI" after a cha racteri stic di stance 8. The propagation 
condition for a linear-elastic slab overlying a slip-weakening 
layer is (M cClung, 1979, 1981): 

H [ L]2 2E (Tg - Tr) H > (Tp - TI")8 (1) 

where E is the average elastic (or viscoelastic modulus) of a 
lab of thickness H. Laboratory-scale experiments by 

McClung (1977) indicated 8,,-, 2 mm, and TI" / Tp "-' 0.75, 
a lthough others have reported values for TI" / Tp as low as 0.1 
(de Montmollin, 1982; Perl a and others, 1982). Model 
ass umptions require L to be la rger than the end-zone, where 
the distribution of stresses through the slab is not linea r. 

Conway: Impact ofsurface perturbations on snow -slope stability 

Physically, this length is expected to be several slab thick
nesses. Following from case I, immediate crack propagati on 
is expected if Tg exceeds Tp. 

Fig. 2. Schematic qf a snow slab over[ying a weak layer that 
contains ajZaw (where the gravitational shear stress Tg is not 
ful[y supported) qf Length 2 L. The Lower jJlot shows a weak 
layer with a peak shear strength TpJ that sLip-weakens to a 

residual strength TI". 

The mechanical properties of snow depend strongly on 
microstructure (Kry, 1975), but the relevant microstructura l 
properties a re not generally known nor measured. Although 

not ideal, bulk density is more easily (and more often) 
measured a nd offers a practical alternative. Both snow 
strength a nd ductility increase rapidly with density and ex
periments show a power-law relationship explains much of 
the variability in measurements of shear strength (Pcrla 
and others, 1982; Jamieson, 1995): 

Tp = C(Ps/ Pi)2 (2) 

where Tp is the peak shear strength (in Pa l, Ps is the snow 
density and Pi is the density of ice (917 kg m 3). The coeffi
cient C depends on grain structure and varies from 
1.8 x 10+ Pa for open-grain structures (such as faceted 
grains) to 2.2 X 104 Pa for partly metamorphosed new snow. 

For dry low-density snow « 400 kg m -3), the elastic 
modulus E (in Pa) is also conveniently described by a 
power-l aw relationship (Gibson and Ashby, 1987; M elior, 
1977): 

(3) 

The average modulus for a layered slab can be approxi
mated as: 

(4) 

where El, E 2, etc. are the values of the modulus of layers of 
thickness HI, H2, ete. 

Nurrterical exarrtples 

Equation (I) implies sub-critical crack growth will occur 
onl y when the fl aw or imperfection exceeds a certain length. 
For practical purposes, it is ofinterest to determine the mini-
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mum flaw size needed to initiate slow-failure propagation. 
The size depends on the mechanical properties of the system 
and it is convenient to study the length as a function ofTp/Tg 
because rearrangement of Equation (I) shows this relation
ship is relatively insensitive to changes in slope angle, slab 
thickness and density of both the slab and the weak layer. I 
restricted the analysis to fl aws with a half-length less than 
10 m, because rapid dynamic failure was expected if the 
"flaw" extended over a large area. 

Values for the mechanical properties were estimated 
using Equations (2) and (3) for a range of conditions typi
cally observed at avalanche-fracture lines (e.g. McClung 
and Schaerer, 1993). The gravitational shear stress Tg was 
assumed constant and failure initiated from a fl aw (of half 
length L ), where the basal shear strength Tr was less than 
Tg. For simplicity, I assumed the residual strength of the 
basal layer (a fter shear-strain softening) was also Tr and used 
the slip-weakening model (Equation (I)) to examine the sen
sitivity of L to changes in properties of the slab and the weak 
layer. 

10~---------r---------r------------r-----, 

8 

4 

Assumptions: 
- slab density = 220 kg m-3 

- weak layer density = 180 kg m-3 

2+---~--~--.---,---~--,---,---,---,---' 
1.0 l.l 1.2 1.3 1.4 

Fig. 3. Half-length qf flaw needed to cause sub -critical crack 
growth as a Junction qf the stability index Tp/ Tg and the 
strain-sqftening ratio TI"/Tp. Results show sub -critical crack 
growth can initiate from relativelY small Jlaws well bifore 
the average stability index decreases to l.0. The example shows 
(for Tp /Tg = 1.25) aJlaw qf half-length 4.2 m will propa
gate when Tt / Tp = 0.5 but the half-length necessmy Jor 
proflagation increases ( unrealistically) to more than 400 m 
when Tt / Tp = 0.8. 

1.5 

Results, together with values u ed for model input, a re 
shown in Figure 3. Tp/Tg has been called "the stability in
dex" by several authors; failure is expected to be immediate 
(i. e. L = 0) when the stability index is l.0. The model di scre
pancy (shown in Figure 3 when Tp/Tg = 1) arises because of 
end-zone effects discussed earlier. Nevertheless, results show 
clearly that the length of the flaw needed to cause sub-criti
cal crack growth decreases rapidly as Tp/Tg decreases. In-
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deed, the length decreases by about 50% when Tp/Tg 
decreases by only 10%. Changes of this magnitude could 
a rise if either the slope angle, slab density, slab thickness or 
weak-layer density changed by just 5- 10%, which is well 
within the bounds of natura l variability measured across 
slopes. This sensitivity contributes to making accurate field 
assessment of slope stability problematic. 

Results shown in Figure 3 a lso indicate the fl aw length is 
highly sensitive to the residual strength. Reducing the resi
dual strength allows initiation of sub-critical crack growth 
from relatively small flaws well before the average stability 
index for the slope becomes unity. Fig ure 3 shows (for 
Tp/Tg = 1.25) a fl aw with a half length of just 4.2 m will 
result in sub-critical crack growth when Tr/Tp = 0.5, but 
the length increases rapidly to more than 400 m when 
TI"/Tp = 0.8. (Such a long length is unreali stic, because the 
zone is no longer a "fl aw".) The idea that widespread slope 
failure can initiate from a relatively small flaw is supported 
by measurements which show the average stability index [or 
avalanched slopes is usually greater than l.0 Oamieson, 

1985). 
Uncertainties in the spati al and tempora l distribution of 

snow properties and fl aws make it difficult to predict snow
slope stability accurately. However, the abrupt change in 
stability at the onset of rain ofTers some clues about condi

ti ons in the snowpack prior to rain and this is considered in 

the next section. 

Avala n ching at th e o n set of rain 

Observations suggest that new snow often exists in a meta
stable condition and small perturbations at the onset of rain 

cause abrupt and widespread avalanching. McClung (1996) 
showed that the elastic modulus is highly temperature sensi
tive and experimental evidence indicates it is often reduced 
by an order of magnitude with the introduction of liquid 
water. The elastic energy released by the slab following an 
abrupt decrease in the slab modulus would would be avail

able to drive crack propagation (Equation (I )). Assuming 
the modulus prior to rain Eo is constant through the slab of 
thickness Ho , using Equation (4) the average modulus after 
rain El can be written: 

EsHs + Eo(Ho - Hs) 
El = -----=------'-

Ho 
(5) 

where Es is the modulus of the wetted surface layer of thick
ness Hs. Generally, EsHs « Eo( Ho - Hs) and a reasonable 
approximation for the slab-averaged modulus is: 

E 
_ Eo (Ho - Hs) 

1 - Ho . (6) 

H ere, Ho - Hs can be considered to be the "effective" slab 
thickness after wetting. Assuming Tp, Tr and 8 do not change 
in the first few minutes following the onset of rain but a llow
ing that additional loading from rain may increase the basal 
shear stress to Tgl, re-arrangement of Equation (1) yields 

Lo ~o (T" l - Tr) _> -,--,,0,-_-,-

Ll (Ho - Hs) (TgO - TI") . 
(7) 

Measurements of creep and temperature discussed above in
dicate that liquid water and the associated alteration of the 
mecha nical properties are usually limited to the upper 0.1 -
0.15 m during the first 15 minutes of rain. Typical rates of pre
cipitation in the region (5- 10 mm h - I) would increase the 
g ravitational shear stress by about 30- 60 Pa h 1 on a slope 
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of angle 38°. Figure 4 has been constructed to show the 
leng th of fl aw needed to cause sub-critical crack propaga

tion before and after rain (using H s = 0.1 2 m and .6.Tg = 

IQ Pa to simula te conditions 15 minutes after ra in sta rts). 
The separate effects of the additional loading and altera
tions to the slab modulus a re shown. The plot is tr uncated 
a t small va lues of Tp/Tg (before rain), because the extra 
loading from ra in increases sufficiently so that Tg = Tp and 

immediate failure is expected. For cases where the stability 
index is higher, rain-induced altera tions reduce the length of 
fl aw needed to ini tiate sub-critical crack growth by 1O~20% . 

Such changes ( ~2 m or less ) a re small but the abrupt 
increase in avalanche activity soon a fter the onse t of rain 
implies the changes a re sufficient to initia te sub-critical 
crack propagation a nd ultimately rapid dynamic failure. 

10~--------------------------------'-----, 

before rain 
- slab density = 220 kg m -3 
- weak layer density = 180 kg m-3 

- 'r/'p=0.6 
/) L after rain 

- 10-20% 

8 

4 

after raln 
- reduced elastic modulus in upper 

0 .12 m of the slab. 
. basal shear SlreSS increased by 10 Pa 

2+-__ ,-__ ~ __ ~ __ ,-__ ~ __ ,-__ ,-__ ,-__ ,-__ ~ 
1.0 l.l 1.2 1.3 1.4 

Stability index 'p/ 'g 

Fig. 4. Half-length cif }law needed to cause sub-critical cmck 
growth as aJunction cif the stability index Tp/Tg bifore and 
after min. T he intermediate dashed curve shows the impact 
when only the eLastic moduLus in the upper 0.12 m cif the slab 
is reduced. The envelope between the solid curves gives the 
mnge of possible basal conditions before min. For example 
(Jor Tp/Tg = 1.25), a }law cif half-length smaller than 
5.6111 could have existed without expanding bifore min but it 
must have been Larger than 4.6 mJor the sLope to Jail immedi
ately after min started. 

I.5 

The analysis supports observations that freshly depos
ited snow is often unstable. For example, for conditions 
given in Figure 4 and Tp/Tg = 1.25, the model predicts that 
before rain the slope must have contained a fl aw of half
leng th between 4.6 and 5.6 m, because rain-induced altera
tions would not be sufficient to initiate sub-critical crack 

propagation from a smaller fl aw, and propagation would 
have begun before rain started if the flaw were la rger. This 
rather na rrow ba nd of pre-failure conditions is more likely 
to ex ist in freshly deposited snow, because sintering pro
cesses usually act to increase the strength of snow with time. 
Our observations indicate that abrupt and widespread ava
lanche activity is ra re when rain fall s on older, well-bonded 
snowpacks. 

Conway: 1mpact qfsurface perturbations on snow-slope stability 

Model res ults may also yield insight into ski er-released 
avalanches. A ski-cut about 0.1 m deep would reduce the 

"efTective" slab thickness at least locally a nd have a simila r 

impact to tha t shown in Figure 4 (even without accounting 
for all the additional stress imposed by the skier). Obser
vations indicate that rain is a more effective trigger of new 
snow avalanches than ski-cutting (persona l communication 
from C. Wilbour, 1996). The difference may be that rain-in

duced a lterations occur over a wide region and perturb a ll 
existing imperfections in the snowpack. A skier might miss 
cutting across a fl awed zone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Measurement of snow properti es and stratigraphic obser
vations at slab-avalanche fracture lines provide the bas is 
for adapting a slip-weakening model in which slip at the 
bed is non-uniform and the basal shear streng th degrades 
to a residua l strength with ongoing slip. Non-uniform slip 
implies the ex istence of crack-like fl aws or imperfections in 
the basal layer, where stresses from the overburden a re not 
full y supported. As the fl aw-size increases, stress concentra
tions at the edges will cause sub-critical crack growth and 
subsequent rapid-fa ilure propagation. Using values typical 
for properties measured at avalanche fracture-line profil es, 
the model predicts sub-critical crack growth can initia te 
from a rela tively small fl aw, well before the g ravitational 
shear stress approaches the peak basal shear strength. This 
res ult is consistent with fi eld observations and measure
ments at avalanche-fracture lines. 

IVleasurements indicate that a lterations induced by rain 
on new snow a re usually restricted to the upper 0.15 m of the 

snowpack. The lip-weakening model predicts such surface 
alterations will reduce the leng th of fl aw needed to initia te 
sub-critical crack growth by just l5~20 %. Appa rently, thi s 
relative ly sma ll perturbati on is sufficient to cause the abrupt 
change in stability often observed at the onse t of rain. Con
ditions prior to ra in must have been close to critical, which 

is consistent with field observations that indicate freshly de
posited snow is often very unstable. 

The slip-weakening model shows that the slab modulus 
can have a controlling influence on slope stability; it is evi
dent tha t both the slab and the weak layer act together to 
control slope stability. M ost fi eld practioners focus on the 

basal layer, when searching for a stability index, but it may 
also be useful to examine the properties of the slab for clues 
about snow-slope stability. 
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